The Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) is a specialized vascular structure tightly regulating central nervous system (CNS) homeostasis. Endothelial cells are the central component of the BBB and control of their barrier phenotype resides on astrocytes and pericytes. Interactions between these cells and the endothelium promote and maintain many of the physiological and metabolic characteristics that are unique to the BBB. In this review we describe recent findings related to the involvement of astroglial cells, including radial glial cells, in the induction of barrier properties during embryogenesis and adulthood. In addition, we describe changes that occur in astrocytes and endothelial cells during injury and inflammation with a particular emphasis on alterations of the BBB phenotype.
Introduction
T he circulatory system is made up of blood vessels that specialize in providing tissues with oxygen, nutrients, and hormones to stabilize body temperature, pH, and thus maintain homeostasis. The development of a mature vascular system is a multifaceted process divided into two separate stages. The first is vasculogenesis and it is defined as the de novo formation of endothelial tubes from newly differentiated endothelial precursor cells, or angioblasts. Aggregations of two or more angioblasts initiate the process of vascular tube formation by electrostatic cell surface repulsion of opposing apical cell surfaces in an endothelial cell (EC) cord. This is followed by EC elongation, flattening, and lumen widening in the developing vessel (Axnick and Lammert, 2012; Risau and Flamme, 1995) . Establishment of apical-basal cell polarity and interactions between angioblasts and surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) are also important steps in establishing early vasculature (Davis and Camarillo, 1996; Patan, 2000) . The formation of vascular channels and capillary plexus are the latest stages of vasculogenesis, which are then remodeled into a circulatory network via angiogenesis (Kelly and Hirschi, 2009) . In this second stage of vascular development, hypoxia leads the outgrowth of a sprout from a pre-existing vessel. Lateral inhibition is the mechanism driving the sprout into the hypoxic tissue. Sprouting can be intercellular or intracellular and it seems to be controlled by the mechanisms participating in lumen formation during vasculogenesis (Axnick and Lammert, 2012; Bicknell and Harris, 2004) . Once the blood vessel is totally formed, the process of angiogenesis ceased and in the case of the central nervous system (CNS), the homeostatic control of the endothelial phenotype resides in cells in close proximity to the vessels such as astrocytes, pericytes, neurons, and microglia. Such interactions shape many of the unique characteristics of the brain endothelium known as the blood brain barrier (BBB).
The vasculature associated with the BBB is formed by highly specialized ECs characterized by the presence of specialized transport systems (Abbott et al., 2006) , low pinocytic activity (Coomber and Stewart, 1985) , higher mitochondrial volume fraction (Oldendorf et al., 1977) , and a paracellular cleft between adjacent endothelial membranes (Alvarez et al., 2011a) . This cleft is sealed by continuous strands of junctional complex proteins that include tight junctions (TJs) and adherens junctions (AJs) proteins Harhaj and Antonetti, 2004) which anastomose plasma membranes of one or several ECs, as shown in freeze-fracture electronmicroscope (Nagy et al., 1984; Shivers et al., 1984) ; expression of AJs and TJs are known to induce a high transendothelial electric resistance (TEER) when compared to ECs in the periphery (Rubin et al., 1991) . The BBB controls the movement of electrolytes, xenobiotics and circulating immune cells between the systemic circulation and the CNS parenchyma in order to maintain an optimal milieu for neuronal function (Alvarez et al., 2011a) . Low transcellular passage results from the loss of cell fenestrations, and the tightly adhering junctional proteins between BBB-ECs that additionally promote low paracellular diffusion. In addition, paracellular permeability also depends on the balance between the contractile forces produced by the endothelial cytoskeleton and the adhering forces generated by the cell-cell junctional proteins and cell-ECM interactions (Garcia and Schaphorst, 1995) . Thus, the opening and closing of the paracellular pathway depends on the dynamic interplay between structural components, which under pathological conditions are perturbed at different levels and result in significant alterations in the regulated exchange between the blood and the CNS. However, all these unique characteristics of the BBB are in great part due to the intricate cellular interactions between ECs and perivascular glial cells.
In this regard, the first clear demonstrations of astrocytes contributing to BBB formation and maintenance were provided independently by the groups of Raff and Brightman, in 1987 . In seminal in vivo grafting and in vitro cell culture studies these two groups demonstrated that morphological and functional BBB characteristics are dependent on the CNS environment, and specifically on the contribution of perivascular astrocytes (Janzer and Raff, 1987; Tao-Cheng et al., 1987) . In 1991, Rubin et al. demonstrated that isolated BBB-ECs cultured outside of the CNS environment lose their functional barrier capacity as measured by TEER recordings and permeability (Rubin et al., 1991) . Nonetheless, electrical resistance and permeability to large and small molecular tracers can be reinduced on BBB-ECs when grown in the presence of astrocyte conditioned media (ACM) (Alvarez et al., 2011b; Neuhaus et al., 1991; Prat et al., 2001) or when astrocyte-EC contact is provided (Tao-Cheng et al., 1987) . Conversely, when non-CNS ECs are cultured in the presence of astrocytes, or astrocyte-secreted factors, a series of BBB-specific properties, such as P-glycoprotein (p-gp) and TJ expression can be induced (Abbott et al., 2006; Prat et al., 2001; Wosik et al., 2007) .
BBB Development
Barriergenesis and the unique EC properties in the CNS are not predetermined by brain-specific endothelial precursor cells but are induced by the local neural environment during the development of the vascular system. Blood vessel development within the CNS begins when vascular elements of the primitive capillary network located in the perineural vascular plexus expand by angiogenesis into the CNS parenchyma at embryonic day 11 in mouse (Risau, 1997; Risau and Wolburg, 1990) and around the 8th week of gestation in humans (Ballabh et al., 2005; Bar, 1980; Norman and O'Kusky, 1986) . The vascular sprouts invade the embryonic parenchyma towards a Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) gradient generated by neuroectodermal cells that spans from the pial surface to the ependyma (Liebner et al., 2011) . In addition to VEGF, multiple signaling pathways such as the Angiopoietin-Tie system, the Hedgehog pathway, the Ephrin receptor tyrosine kinases, the Dll4=Notch1 signaling and the Wnt signaling pathway are also involved in angiogenic sprouting and remodelling during early embryogenesis (Adams, 2002; Alvarez et al., 2011b; Daneman et al., 2009; Liebner et al., 2008; Shawber and Kitajewski, 2004; Suri et al., 1996) . During this phase the vessels exhibit short and primitive TJs, lack fenestrations and restrict the movement of blood derived proteins into the CNS milieu (Liebner et al., 2011) . The angiogenesis stage is followed by a differentiation phase in which interactions between newly formed vessels, pericytes and radial glial cells are established. The EC-pericyte interaction is driven by Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF)-BB, who is secreted by ECs and binds the PDGFR-b on pericytes, by cross communication via the Angiopoietin-Tie system and by contact dependant mechanisms driven by sites enriched in N-cadherin expression (Daneman et al., 2009 (Daneman et al., , 2010 . In this phase (E14-E16 in mouse; around week 12 in humans), TJ strands become more complex, longer and the outer leaflets of adjacent membranes appear as a chain of fusion points forming sets of complicated networks that can be visualized by freeze fracture electron microscopy (Wolburg and Lippoldt, 2002) . In contrast, meningeal blood vessels express TJ proteins at E14 but lack a competent barrier, as most endogenous and exo genous markers of vascular leakage can be detected in the meningeal space (Alvarez et al., 2011b; Norman and O'Kusky, 1986) . This confirms the essential role of parenchymal signals, presumably glial, to establish a BBB phenotype and highlights the phenotypic and functional differences between vessels at distinct CNS locations. The BBB continues its development and maturation during late stages of embryogenesis and postnatally, as a highly complex network of strands and the increase in particle density reveal TJ maturation (Ballabh et al., 2005; Bar, 1980; Norman and O'Kusky, 1986; Wolburg and Lippoldt, 2002) . The appearance of perivascular astrocytes further support the refinement of the BBB phenotype, which is also thought to be influenced by microglial-and neuronal-derived factors (Abbott et al., 2006) . In addition, the higher pericyte coverage in the CNS as compared to the periphery highlights the functional importance of pericytes in CNS vascular biology in both embryogenesis and adulthood (Bell et al., 2010; Daneman et al., 2010) . However, even in the absence of pericytes, embryonic CNS endothelial cells express many BBB-specific molecules, suggesting that in addition to pericytes, CNS derived signals also play an important role in promoting a BBB phenotype (Daneman et al., 2010) .
In seminal histological studies using fetal human brain material, the groups of Praaven Ballabh and Jeanne E. Bell revealed the presence of astrocytes in the CNS as early as the 9th gestational week (Wilkinson et al., 1990) , and their contact with CNS microvessels was detected at week 17th (ElKhoury et al., 2006) . These astrocytes express glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), S-100b, and Aquaporin-4 (AQP4)-immunoreactive material, which peaked and reached a plateau at week 23rd, especially in white matter and cortex (ElKhoury et al., 2006) . In the developing mouse CNS, astrocytes are reported to appear in the second half of the gestational period (Molofsky et al., 2012) , only after the formation of a competent BBB (Daneman et al., 2010) . However, radial glial cells which are known to support neurogenesis and the migration of neural precursors are found throughout the developing CNS (Rakic, 1972) . Radial glia cells are also known to closely interact with growing vessels of the cortex (Gerhardt et al., 2004) and during late embryonic corticogenesis they contact nascent blood vessels to regulate their stability via modulation of the canonical Wnt signaling (Ma et al., 2013) . This suggests that glial-like cells modulate the phenotype of vessels during embryogenesis and that distinct cell types within the CNS might use similar mechanisms to induce BBB properties. At the end of neurogenesis and cortical development, most radial glial cells lose their ventricular attachment and migrate toward the cortical plate by a process known as somal translocation (Nadarajah, 2003) . Astrocyte development is amplified in the later stages of embryogenesis as radial glial cells transform into multipolar astrocytes (Choi and Lapham, 1978; Molofsky et al., 2012; Schmechel and Rakic, 1979) . During this process, radial glial cells convert from bipolar cells spanning the cortex to unipolar cells no longer establishing contact with the subventricular zone and then into multipolar cells with regressing radial process that progressively acquire astrocyte morphology. During postnatal development, astrocytes become the more abundant cells in the CNS and at this stage they participate in the induction and maintenance of BBB properties , while the role played by other constituents of the neurovascular unit (NVU) such as microglia and neurons still remains to be established.
Astrocyte Heterogeneity
The brain is an organ with high demand for oxygen and glucose. Such metabolic requirements are critical for optimal CNS function and both ECs and astrocytes play a crucial role in this process. Astrocyte endfeet ensheathe the CNS microvasculature and establish a close interaction known to control the CNS blood flow (neurovascular coupling), the energy supply to neurons and hence exert indirect control over CNS function. In the past, it was considered that neurons were responsible of the metabolic signals triggering changes in the blood flow (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001 ). However, the recent discovery of neurotransmitters being released by astrocytes and their ability to modulate the signaling involved in neurovascular coupling has bring strong support to the involvement of glial cells not only controlling BBB properties, but also in the regulation of blood flow. Glutamate-mediated signaling leads to the release of nitric oxide from neurons and of arachidonic acid derivatives from astrocytes (Attwell et al., 2010) . These molecules can increase or decrease blood flow depending on the local oxygen concentration. Interestingly, the role of glutamate and its influence in the control of blood flow varies according to anatomical region analyzed (Northington et al., 1997) . In this regard, multiple types of astrocytes with the potential to differentially modulate the microvascular phenotype include: protoplasmic astrocytes which are predominantly found in the cortex and hypothalamus, fibrous astrocytes that are found throughout the CNS and highly populate the white matter and the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, Bergmann glia which are found in the cerebellum extending processes from the Purkinje cells to the pial surface, M€ uller cells of the retina which have radial glia properties, velate astrocytes which are found in the cerebellum forming a sheath surrounding granule neurones, perivascular and marginal astrocytes that are localized close to the pia mater forming the pial and perivascular glia limitans, tanycytes which are found in the floor of the third ventricle supporting neuroendocrine functions and subependymal glia whose function remains to be determined (de Seranno et al., 2010; Reichenbach and Wolburg, 2005) . In addition to that, there are substantial differences according to the brain region analyzed in terms of astrocyte density and their rate of proliferation. The level of complexity escalates as their electrophysiological characteristics differ. Astrocytes from different anatomical regions express distinct levels and types of ion channels which influence their electrophysiological properties, including their resting membrane potentials (Oberheim et al., 2012) . Therefore, the high degree of heterogeneity within the astroglial population defines the unique cytoarchitecture of the CNS, and support the concept that distinct CNS microenvironments might reflect unique molecular and functional differences of the BBB.
Astrocyte-Endothelial Interactions
At the NVU the extracellular space consists of basement membranes in which the interplay between components of the ECM and matrix adhesion receptors is required for an appropriate interaction between cells and their microenvironment. At the level of the BBB there are two basement membranes (BMs) separating endothelium from astrocytes: the first is called the endothelial BM which is composed of fibronectin, collagen type IV, perlecan, and the laminins a4 and a5 chains, which associate with laminin b1 and c1 to form laminin 411 and 511 (Engelhardt and Sorokin, 2009; Hamann et al., 1995; Sixt et al., 2001 ). The second membrane is called the parenchymal or astroglial BM (also called perivascular glia limitans) that is made of the ECM components fibronectin, agrin and the laminins a1 and a2 chains, which associate with laminin b1 and c1 to form laminins 111 and 211 (Engelhardt and Sorokin, 2009; Sixt et al., 2001) . All these ECM components have the potential to serve as scaffolding molecules, to bind to EC receptors and therefore to contribute to the BBB phenotype. In this regard, BBB-ECs are known to express the integrins a1b1, a3b1, a4b1, a5b1, a6b1, a6b4 and avb1=avb3=avb8 which bind to most proteins of the BM in the CNS (Dodelet-Devillers et al., 2009) as well as in the periphery (Milner and Campbell, 2002; Tagaya et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 1997) . Astrocytes have also been reported to express dystroglycan and the integrins avb5, avb8, and a6b4 (Milner et al., 1999; Paulus et al., 1993; Sixt et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 1997) . The BMs of cerebral microvessels are therefore seen as important scaffolding structures allowing both astrocyte-EC proximity and optimal astrocyte-EC communication.
Astrocytes also establish a close interaction with the brain vasculature through anchoring transmembrane proteins such as AQP4 and KIR4.1 (Higashi et al., 2001; Lien et al., 2012; Nielsen et al., 1997) and their adaptor molecules (syntrophin, dystrophin, and dystrobrevin). The water channel AQP4 is known to control water influx at the level of the BBB. AQP4 is anchored to the astrocyte cytoarchitecture via a-syntrophin, a component of the dystrophin-dystroglycan complex (Neely et al., 2001 ) that links dystrophin-associated proteins (DAP) such as dystroglycan, with various cytoskeletal components. DAP, dystroglycan, as well as other molecules preferentially expressed at the astrocyte endfeet are responsible for the polarized expression of AQP4 in CNS astrocytes (Amiry-Moghaddam and Ottersen 2003; Frigeri et al., 2001; Lien et al., 2012) and are associated with a high density of orthogonal arrays of particles (OAPs) that become less frequent in deeper areas of the neuropil . Both AQP4 knockout animals and mice specifically deficient for AQP4 in astrocytes have a significant reduction in brain water uptake and have reduced brain edema following stroke, as compared to WT animals (Haj-Yasein et al., 2011; Manley et al., 2000) . However, mice specifically deficient for AQP4 in astrocytes had a fully competent BBB, suggesting that bidirectional alteration of water flow due to AQP4 deficiency does not compromise barrier function. In addition, AQP4 deletion affects the perivascular glial expression of a-syntrophin without affecting the ultrastructure of CNS ECs and their BBB properties (EilertOlsen et al., 2012) . This indicates that expression of AQP4 is important either for the formation or for the stability of the cytoarchitecture of astrocytes.
KIR4.1 is an inwardly rectifying potassium channel that colocalizes with AQP4, and it is important for maintaining potassium and water balance. KIR4.1 is also reported to anchor to the cytoskeleton via a-syntrophin (Connors et al., 2004) , although studies using a-syntrophin knockout mice did not demonstrate a reduction or a redistribution of KIR4.1 in astrocyte endfeet (Puwarawuttipanit et al., 2006) . These findings indicate that other intracellular proteins are involved in the polarized expression of KIR4.1.
a-Dystrobrevin is another cytoplasmic protein expressed by glial endfeet and known to be present in cells forming blood-tissue barriers . Dystrobrevins establish complex interactions with dystrophins, syntrophins and other proteins to provide anchorage and support to a multiple set of cytoskeleton components, receptors and channels located in the apical side of the cell membrane (Rees et al., 2007) . Recent experiments using animals lacking adystrobrevin demonstrated a leaky BBB and progressive development of brain edema. These alterations coincided with perturbances in the interplay between astrocyte endfeet and BBB-ECs that were characterized by altered expression of TJ proteins and dysregulated expression of AQP4, KIR4.1 and dystroglycan (Lien et al., 2012) . Thus, astrocyte endfeet are attached to the endothelial BM through dystroglycan which is connected through syntrophins and a-dystrobrevin to the intracytoplasmic=cytoskeletal machinery.
Astrocytes communicate with each other via gap junctions and establish a functional syncytium that is associated with effective and well-coordinated responses within large groups of cells (Theis et al., 2005) . This functional interplay is also detected at the astroglial endfeet surrounding the brain vasculature as they express high levels of gap junction proteins mainly consisting of Connexin (Cx) 43 and, to a lesser extent, Cx30 (Giaume et al., 1991) . These molecules also contribute to the extent of astrocyte heterogeneity as their expression levels vary during development and within distinct anatomical regions (Nagy and Rash, 2000) . As the glial syncytium is highly prevalent in proximity to blood vessels, it has been suggested that astroglial signaling involved in vasodilation and vasoconstriction during neurovascular coupling is transmitted across inter-astroglial gap junctions (Rouach et al., 2008) . In terms of BBB function, mice lacking Cx43 and Cx30 expression on astrocytes had a significant loss of AQP-4 and b-dystroglycan expression on their endfeet that was associated with edema and a disrupted BBB (Ezan et al., 2012) . BBB-ECs also express Cxs that associate with junctional proteins and their inhibition affect barrier function (Nagasawa et al., 2006) . In addition, astrocytes play an important role in supplying energy to neurons and their close interaction with the vasculature is fundamental in this process. In the classic "astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle" astrocytes take glucose from ECs in response to glutamatergic neuronal activity. The energy needed for glutamate uptake is provided by glucose metabolism which in turn leads to production of lactate, an important source of energy taken by neurons (Giaume et al., 2010) .
Control of BBB Phenotype by Astroglial Cues During Homeostasis
In addition to the support provided by astrocytes to postnatal BBB development, the persistence of a functional BBB throughout adulthood is maintained and regulated by numerous factors unique to the microniche of the NVU (Abbott et al., 2006; Haseloff et al., 2005) . The multifaceted levels of cross-communication and signaling events occurring between BBB-ECs and astrocytes, pericytes, microglia and neurons, maintain an optimal BBB phenotype and promote junctional protein maintenance, expression of metabolic and specialized transporters, as well as immune quiescence of the CNS vasculature . The unique nature of such microenvironment also facilitates optimal regulation and remodeling of the BBB, a phenomenon crucial for maintaining CNS homeostasis in response to physiological and pathological stimuli. Astrocyte-BBB-EC interactions are also known to regulate vascular proliferation, angiogenesis, EC morphology, and ultimately influence the phenotype of the barrier under pathological conditions (Abbott et al., 2006; Prat et al., 2001; Wolburg and Lippoldt, 2002; Wosik et al., 2007) .
Astrocytes are known to produce factors able to modulate EC function during development and adulthood. During embryogenesis there is a wide range of signaling pathways known to influence patterning and branching. One of these pathways is the Hedgehog (Hh) signaling cascade known to be involved in embryonic morphogenesis, neuronal guidance and angiogenesis (Nagase et al., 2008) . In adulthood, it plays an important role supporting vascular proliferation, tissue repair and various homeostatic mechanisms throughout the body (Byrd and Grabel, 2004; Kanda et al., 2003; Robbins et al., 2012) . Hh signaling is initiated by one of three secreted homologues of the Drosophila Hh: Indian Hh (Ihh), Desert Hh (Dhh), and Sonic Hh (Shh), the latter being widely associated with CNS morphogenic events (Briscoe et al., 1999; Marigo et al., 1995) . We recently demonstrated that astrocytes secrete Shh and that BBB-ECs bear the Hh receptor Patched-1, the signal transducer Smoothened (Smo), as well as transcription factors of the Gli family ( Fig. 1 ). TEER and permeability experiments using human primary cultures of BBB-ECs showed that activation of the Hh pathway stimulated expression of junctional proteins and promoted a BBB phenotype. In vivo permeability assays showed that blocking the Hh pathway increased barrier permeability and lack of Shh significantly compromised the BBB phenotype. In addition, mice specifically lacking the signal transducer Smo on ECs (Tie2-Cre; Smo c=c ) showed a significant increase in BBB permeability that correlated with a decrease in junctional protein expression and disturbed BMs (Fig. 2 ) (Alvarez et al., 2011b) . These findings correlated with a reduced association of astrocyte endfeet towards the vasculature of Tie2-Cre; Smo c=c mice at early postnatal stages, but after 8 wks there was a moderate increase in the expression of GFAP (Fig. 2) , indicating that perturbances in the barrier function induce a reactive phenotype on perivascular astrocytes. Astrocytes secrete angiogenic factors that promote vascular growth such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF binding to two tyrosine kinase receptors, VEGFR-1 (Flt-1) and VEGFR-2 (KDR/ Flk-1), elicits EC activation and mitosis (Robinson and Stringer, 2001; Shibuya, 2008) (Fig. 1) . During development, VEGF is required for the formation, remodeling and survival of embryonic blood vessels as embryos lacking VEGF develop few or no angioblasts and die prematurely (Shalaby et al., 1995) . As astrocytes are absent in early embryogenesis, radial glia cells seem to be a likely source of VEGF during BBB development (Virgintino et al., 2003) . However, ECs have been described to promote cell-autonomous activation of the VEGF signaling pathway that during homeostasis is able to sustain a vascular phenotype (Lee et al., 2007a) . In addition, neurons are also a source of VEGF (Shibuya, 2008) , though their role in development or maintenance of the BBB phenotype via VEGF production remains to be determined. Thus, VEGF is a factor mostly known to promote angiogenesis and EC activation during development, while in adulthood it affects the phenotype and stability of the BBB upon inflammatory conditions (Argaw et al., 2009) .
The angiopoietins (Ang-1, 2, 3, and 4) constitute a family of growth factors able to influence endothelial function by binding to the receptor tyrosine kinase Tie-2. Perivascular cells, including astrocytes, through the secretion of Ang-1 FIGURE 2: BBB permeability is compromised in mice lacking Hh signalling in CNS endothelium. Wild type (WT, left panels) and Tie2-Cre; Smo c=c (right panels) 8-week-old mice were intraperiteonally injected with Evans Blue (EB, blue). Brain cryosections from both groups were immunostained for GFAP (astrocytes, red) and laminin (Lam, basement membranes, green) (top panels), as well as for IgGs (indicators of BBB permeability, red (bottom panels)) and laminin (n 5 3-5 animals). White rectangles indicate areas shown on the right of each panel. Arrowheads indicate areas showing basement membrane breakdown.
participate in the process of BBB differentiation by promoting angiogenesis, enhancing vascular stabilization and inducing a time-and dose-dependent decrease in endothelial permeability via the upregulation of junctional protein expression (Pfaff et al., 2006; Suri et al., 1996) (Fig. 1) . In contrast, Ang-2 which is an autocrine multifunctional factor produced by ECs is known to function as a driver of postnatal vascular remodeling in the eye (Gale et al., 2002) , to promote angiogenesis, to participate in the early phases of BBB breakdown (Nourhaghighi et al., 2003) (Fig. 1) and to act as protective factor that reduces barrier permeability in stressed ECs. Interestingly, when factors known to compromise BBB function such as VEGF are co-expressed with Ang-1, the barrier integrity is enhanced and neuroprotective properties are induced (Shen et al., 2011) .
Src suppressed C kinase substrate (SSeCKS) is a factor produce by astrocytes, that increases gradually during BBB maturation. SSeCKS regulates angiogenesis and influences the BBB phenotype by decreasing the expression of VEGF, by stimulating astrocyte-Ang-1 expression, by augmenting the expression of ZO-1 and claudin-1 and by decreasing the permeability of cerebral EC monolayers (Lee et al., 2003) (Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, no further evaluation or understanding of SSeCKS's role in controlling BBB under normal or pathological conditions has emerged since the original publication more than 10 years ago. This leaves the subject of the exact role of SSeCKS in disease conditions opened for discussion. Astrocytes also produce the angiotensin converting enzyme-1 (ACE-1), which converts angiotensin I into angiotensin II and acts on type 1 angiotensin receptors (AT1) expressed by BBB-ECs. Angiotensin II induces tightening of vessels increasing blood pressure (Lavoie and Sigmund, 2003) and at the CNS, activation of AT1 restricts BBB permeability and this correlates with stabilization of junctional protein function (Fig. 1) . AGT deficient mice showed an aberrant expression of occludin at the BBB level and this correlated with a leaky BBB, suggesting that astrocytes via Angiotensin II promote TJ formation at BBB-ECs (Wosik et al., 2007) .
A common denominator of the astroglial factors influencing BBB function is their well-documented involvement in CNS neural cell development. The family of fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) is recognized to support multiple mechanisms during CNS embryogenesis and adulthood. Astrocytes express FGF receptors and FGF-2 has been described as a major candidate in the autocrine and=or paracrine regulation of astrocyte differentiation (Reuss et al., 2000) (Fig. 1) . Studies using FGF-2 2=2 and FGF5 2=2 single and FGF-2 2=2 =FGF-5 2=2 double mutant mice demonstrated that astroglial differentiation is compromised in the absence of FGF-2 and FGP5 and this results in reduced expression of junctional proteins, leakage of serum derived factors and in general a defective BBB (Reuss et al., 2003) . More recent studies have strengthened the role of FGFs in supporting vascular integrity: suppression of FGF signaling was shown to promote the dissociation of junctional proteins in both arterial and venous vasculature (Fig. 1) . This inhibition induced p120-catenin and VE-cadherin uncoupling that led to VE-cadherin internalization, to the loss of endothelial cell-cell contact and compromised the endothelial barrier integrity (Murakami et al., 2008) . However, the exact role of FGF factors in controlling astrocyte function influencing endothelial physiology remains to be established. Glia-derived neurotropic factor (GDNF) is secreted by astrocytes and the GDNF receptor alpha 1 (GDNFR-a1) is preferentially expressed by BBB-ECs at the level of the cortex. BBB-ECs showed an increase in TEER and decreased permeability when treated with GDNF, suggesting the influence of this neurotrophic factor in modulating junctional protein expression at the BBB (Igarashi et al., 1999) (Fig. 1) . In addition to astrocytes, pericytes of the BBB and of the Blood Nerve Barrier (BNB) are able to secrete GNDF and modulate BBB and BNB phenotype by increasing the expression of claudin-5 and the TEER of these barriers (Shimizu et al., 2012) . As it occurs with the FGF family, it remains to be established how astrocytes induce expression of GDNF during development and homeostasis, how neurotrophic factors influence distinct and unique barrier properties of CNS ECs under normal and pathological conditions and what differences, if any, exist between the GDNF activation induced by astrocytes and pericytes.
TGF-b is a multifunctional cytokine involved in cell growth, embryogenesis, differentiation, morphogenesis, wound healing, apoptosis and immunomodulation (Blobe et al., 2000) . In the CNS, TGF-b is neuroprotective and in vitro studies have shown its capacity to induce p-gp activity and to reduce BBB permeability (Dohgu et al., 2004) . TGFb is secreted by astrocytes and CNS-ECs and TGF-b is known to downregulate the extent of leukocyte transmigration across the endothelium (Fabry et al., 1995) . However, in the last decade the immunoregulatory and neuroprotective role of TGF-b has been challenged as this molecule has been found to support astroglial responses during CNS injury and to be upregulated in numerous CNS disorders including MS, Alzheimer's disease, stroke, tumors and neuro-AIDS (Heinemann et al., 2012) . In addition, TGF-b seems to be a crucial factor in the development of epileptic activity as it was shown to support aberrant transformation of astrocytes during the latent period of epileptogenesis (Heinemann et al., 2012) . TGF-b is highly pleiotropic most probably due to the numerous signaling pathways resulting from TGF receptor activation, TGF receptors in different cells and under any given condition. For instance, TGF-b binding to the TGF-b type II receptor activates the EC-restricted ALK1 and the broadly expressed ALK-5. ALK1 via Smad1=5 transcription factors stimulates EC proliferation and migration, whereas ALK5 via Smad2=3 has the opposite effect (Lebrin et al., 2005) demonstrating that the response to TGF-b highly depends on the signaling mechanisms at play in given circumstances within individual ECs (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the overwhelming pleomorphic roles of TGF-b do not currently allow to conclude on the exact role of astrocyte derived TGF-b in BBB physiology.
Retinoic acid (RA) derived from radial glia cells plays a crucial role in supporting neurogenesis during embryogenesis (Kornyei et al., 2007) . Recent findings suggest that RA is secreted by astrocytes and its receptor, RA-receptor b (RARb) is expressed by developing vasculature. In vitro RARbdependent activation induces barrier properties, including increase in TEER, expression of BBB related molecules such as VE-cadherin, P-gp, and ZO-1, while the expression of the permeability factor VEGF was downregulated (Fig. 1) . In vivo pharmacologic inhibition of RARb affected the differentiation of the murine vasculature that resulted in a perturbed BBB (Mizee et al., 2013) . In addition, RA is known to regulate the Hh, Wnt and FGF pathways during CNS development (Halilagic et al., 2007; Paschaki et al., 2012) and as these pathways play crucial roles in BBB induction and maintenance is plausible that RA secreted by radial glial cells is a master upstream regulator of BBB development.
Thrombospondins (TSPs) are matricellular proteins well regarded by their role in supporting synapse formation (Eroglu, 2009 ). Astrocyte-secreted (TSP)-1 and TSP2 have antiangiogenic properties, inhibit EC proliferation and have been suggested to promote vascular maturation (Park et al., 2008) . TSP-2 influences ECM assembly via modulation of MMP levels and animals deficient in TSP-2 show deficiencies in ECM remodelling (Kyriakides and Maclauchlan, 2009 ). The expression and secretion of TSP-1=-2 is regulated by Meteorin (Park et al., 2008) , a protein highly expressed by astrocyte endfeet during embryonic and post-natal development and known to be a potent neurotrophic factor able to affect glial cell differentiation (Nishino et al., 2004) .
Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) is a glycoprotein with three isoforms, ApoE2, ApoE3, and ApoE4, with the latter being a major risk factor for Alzheimer disease (Mahley, 1988) . Lipoprotein particles containing ApoE are mainly produced by astrocytes to deliver cholesterol and other essential lipids to neurons (Herz and Bock 2002) . Mice deficient in ApoE spontaneously develop BBB and BNB breakdown that increases with age and equally depended from blood-and tissue-derived ApoE (Fullerton et al., 2001; HafeziMoghadam et al., 2007) . Using a triple co-culture model of primary ECs, astrocyte and pericytes, Nishitsuji et al. demonstrated that astrocyte-derived ApoE4 regulates PKCg activity and the phosphorylation of occludin which reflected lower TEER readings in an ApoE4 2=2 BBB model. Likewise, BBB permeability was enhanced in ApoE4 2=2 mice (Nishitsuji et al., 2011) . However, divergent data provided by a more recent study showed that astrocyte-secreted ApoE4 is able to disrupt BBB integrity by regulating the activation of the cyclophilin A-NF-kB-MMP-9 pathway in pericytes (Bell et al., 2012) (Fig. 1) . This clearly indicates the presence of cross-communication pathways between distinct elements of the NVU, in this case the ECs, the pericytes and the astrocytes. Most of the influence provided by contact or secreted factors is endothelial-centered and little attention has been given to the effect of BBB-EC derived factors to the phenotype of astrocytes and other cells in the neurovascular niche. In this regard, in vitro experiments have shown that BBB-ECs can modulate multiple aspects of astrocyte physiology especially via endothelins (ETs). ETs are a family of endotheliumderived peptides that signal through the receptors ET A and ET B , which are preferentially found on smooth muscle cells mediating vasoconstriction (Adner et al., 1994) . ET B is also expressed by astrocytes and by means of in vitro and in vivo experiments it has been shown that exogenous activation of the ET B receptor increased the production of neurotrophic factors, especially those known to promote BBB properties such as BDNF, GDNF, Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) as well as neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) (Koyama et al., 2003 (Koyama et al., , 2005 Wall, 2003) (Fig. 1) . However, in these experiments a direct correlation between the production of these factors and the induction of barrier properties on BBB-ECs was not determined. In addition, endothelial ET1 has been reported to regulate the production of astrocytic VEGF-A and Ang-1, and in this setting the increased production of VEGF-A potentiates ETinduced astrocytic proliferation by an autocrine mechanism (Fig. 1) .
All the above-mentioned factors provided by astrocytes have been reported to impact on some aspects of the physiology and the biology of the BBB. This highlights the extreme diversity of the CNS inputs needed to generate this physiological barrier and emphasizes the wide redundancy of molecular signals affecting junctional molecules, BBB formation, and stability. Despite such redundancy, these numerous signals can be integrated into a more general concept using knowledge available from the field of cell signaling (pathways). Although little of the information provided below (or in Fig. 3 ) come specifically from CNS-ECs, a large part of these signaling pathways are likely conserved among distinct cell types. Our review of the literature identified "central" signaling pathways and transcription factors with either barrier promoting properties (Wnt, Hh, Sox-18, nrf-2, ERG, Nkx2-1, and SP3=YY1) or with barrier disrupting effects (NF-jb, Snail, FoxO1, PKC, and eNOS (Fig. 3) ). Within the signaling pathways promoting BBB functioning, Wnt and Hh seem to be dominant and cooperate in promoting a BBB phenotype. Wnt ligand binding to Frizzled=LRP 5=6 receptor complexes activates b-Catenin which leads to transcription, expression and proper targeting of the junctional proteins claudin-3 and p120 to the cell membrane (Hong et al., 2010; Liebner et al., 2008) . b-Catenin is also known to regulate the activity of Snail, which has a negative effect on the stability of p120=VE-cadherin complexes and on the expression of TJ molecules occludin and claudin-5. On the other hand, loss of the Wnt co-receptor Lrp5 has been associated with downregulation of claudin-5 expression (Chen et al., 2011) . The Hh signaling pathway appears to drive the transcription and expression of junctional proteins, but also dampens inflammatory responses on CNS-ECs. Activation of Gli-1 by the Hh ligands is reported to activate Sox-18 (Alvarez et al., 2011b) , a transcription factor known to control claudin-5 expression and barrier function (Fontijn et al., 2008) and wnt signaling also influences Sox-18 expression. Likewise, activation of the Hh and Wnt pathways also promote the expression of Nkx2-1 through Gli independent mechanisms and via b-catenin (Gilbert-Sirieix et al., 2011; Gulacsi and Anderson 2006). Nkx2-1 (also known as TTF-1) transcriptionally regulates occludin expression (Runkle et al., 2012) . In addition, bcatenin can influence the Hh signaling pathway by enhancing the transcriptional activity of Gli (Maeda et al., 2006) . Wnt and Hh activation also induce the expression of NR2F2, a transcription factor known to promote Ang-1 expression, which promotes junctional protein expression and dampens inflammatory responses supported by the Nf-kB pathway (Lee et al., 2007b; Okamura et al., 2009 ). In contrast, NR2F2 is known to downregulate the expression of Ang-2, a FIGURE 3: Signaling pathways and transcription factors supporting or affecting the barrier phenotype of CNS-ECs. The Wnt and Hh signaling pathways as well as the nrf-2 and ERG transcription factors appear to be playing a dominant role in promoting barrier properties at the junctional complex level. The Nf-jb signaling pathway and the transcription factor snail seem to act as dominant negative regulators. Additional factors promoting or affecting the expression of junctional molecules and the BBB phenotype are included. Blue arrows indicate activation=stimulation and red lines denote downregulation=blockage. Akt (protein kinase B), Ang-1-2 (angiopoietin 1 and 2), ARE (antioxidant response elements), Cl-3 (claudin-3), Cl-5 (claudin-5), eNOs (endothelial nitric oxide synthase), ERG (ETS-related gene), Foxo1 (Forkhead box protein O1), Fz (frizzled), Gli (glioma-associated oncogene family zinc finger), IKK-a and -b (inhibitor of kappa B kinase a and b), LRP 5=6 (low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5), NF-jb (nuclear factor kappa B), Nkx2-1 (NK2 homeobox 1), NQO-1 (NADPH-dehydrogenase quinone-1), NR2F2 (nuclear receptor subfamily 2, group F, member 2), nrf-2 (nuclear factor (erythroidderived 2)-like 2), occ (occludin), PI3K (Phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase), PKC (Protein kinase C), Ptch1 (Patched1), ROS (reactive oxygen species), Shh (Sonic Hegdehog), Smo (smoothened), Tie2 (receptor tyrosine kinase 2), VE-cad (VE-cadherin), VEGFR (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor), YY1 (Ying and Yang 1 protein) and ZO1 (zonula occludens 1).
factor known to negatively impact on junctional protein expression on BBB-ECs. Collectively, these findings suggest that Wnt=b-Catenin and Gli pathways could converge or synergize. Surprisingly, the additional signaling pathways=-transcription factors promoting AJ and TJ protein expression or stability do not seem to cooperate or influence each other. For example, activation of the nrf-2 pathway by oxidative stress activates antioxidant response elements (ARE) known to promote the accumulation of NADPH-dehydrogenase Quinone-1 (NQO-1) and Glutathione which are known to stabilize ZO-1, occludin and claudin-5 expression (Fan et al., 2013) . Nrf2 translocation to the nucleus occurs in response to activation by the protein kinase C and the Map kinase pathways (McCubrey et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2009 ) and independently of the Hh and Wnt signaling pathways. In addition, nrf-2 protects ECs during injury by supressing the expression of inflammatory genes (Chen et al., 2006) . The transcription factors SP3 and YY1 have been reported to sustain transcription and stabilise the expression of claudin-5 (SP3) and occludin (YY1) (Sade et al., 2009) , though the factors and signals controlling their expression at the CNS endothelium remain to be identified. The ETS related gene (ERG) is a transcription factor constitutively expressed by ECs that controls their permeability and the expression of the junctional proteins VE-cadherin and claudin-5 (Birdsey et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2012) . Interestingly, the expression of ERG is under the control of VE-cadherin and ERG can act as a transcriptional repressor of the Nf-KB pathway and other inflammatory genes (Sperone et al., 2011) . Thus, signaling pathways and transcription factors supporting barrier function also tend to promote anti-inflammatory responses. Conversely, inflammation activates the NF-jB pathway through Akt, PKC(isomers) Fyn=Lyn and Rip which have a direct negative impact on the expression, transcription and stability of occludin, ZO-1 and claudin-5 (Aveleira et al., 2010; Stamatovic et al., 2008) , as well as an indirect effect via activation of Snail (Wu et al., 2009b) , which disrupts p120=VE-Cadherin complexes and decreases expression of occludin and claudin-5 (Ikenouchi et al., 2003; Ohkubo and Ozawa 2004) . In addition Ijj-a negatively regulates b-catenin and Ijj-b associates with b-catenin to induce cell proliferation via cyclin D1, therefore reducing cell-cell interactions (Albanese et al., 2003; Lamberti et al., 2001) . VEGFR signaling can also impact on barrier function by activating the PKC and eNOs pathways and thus affecting occludin and claudin-5 expression (Argaw et al., 2009 (Argaw et al., , 2012 . Interestingly, NF-jB activation has been reported to induce expression of Shh, which can promote barrier function via Smo and Gli-1 (Kasperczyk et al., 2009) . Finally, Foxo1 is a transcription factor that downregulates claudin-5 expression, however such mechanism is subject to a remarkable level of transcriptional regulation as cytoplasmic VE-cadherin and b-catenin can independently repress Foxo1 activity (Jang et al., 2011; Kamo et al., 2013; Taddei et al., 2008) . Taken together, available information suggest that NF-jB and Snail might be dominant negative regulators of BBB functioning, while the Wnt and Hh signaling pathways as well as Nrf-2 and ERG appear to be dominant promoters, or at least facilitators, of an optimal BBB phenotype (Fig. 3) . Therefore, the current view, which is based on an overwhelming number of scientific articles, is that astrocytes are key regulators of BBB development, maintenance, and regulation. The natural extension of this concept would be that understanding the array of astrocyte-BBB-EC interactions may lead to the development of novel therapeutic strategies for CNS disorders, especially those in which BBB function is compromised. However, given the multiple cells involved in controlling barrier function at the NVU, more data is needed to decipher the distinct (and maybe specific) roles of astrocytes, pericytes, neurons and microglia, as well as to further document the interactions of their cellular machineries in supporting BBB function.
Astrocyte and BBB Responses During Inflammatory CNS Diseases
The CNS microenvironment is very tightly controlled and even any minor perturbances in such delicate balance induce rapid phenotypical changes in astrocytes known as reactive astrogliosis. Due to their extraordinary capacity to quickly respond to adverse signals, many efforts have been made in understating how astrocytes respond to injury, inflammation, or any adverse condition in their vicinity. As there is a wide range of changes occurring under pathophysiological conditions, reactive astrogliosis has been defined as a series of inter-independent features in which (i) a spectrum of morphologic and molecular changes occur in response to CNS injury and disease, (ii) correlates with the nature and severity of the insult, (iii) it is regulated in a context-specific manner by particular signaling events that have the potential to modify both the nature and degree of those changes and (iv) has the potential to induce either gain or loss of function of astrocytes and therefore affect the surrounding neural and non-neural cells (Sofroniew, 2009) . In this regard, the influence of distinct CNS microenvironments to the reactive phenotype seen in astrocytes remains to be established, as well as the variability in terms of reactivity according to the astrocyte type studied. In general terms, astrogliosis is characterized by changes associated with hypertrophy of cell bodies and glial processes as well as upregulation of the intermediate filaments vimentin and GFAP and the ECM components tenascin-C and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) (Ridet et al., 1997; Robel et al., 2011) . Of interest, reactive astrocytes express nestin, CD15, DSD1 proteoglycan, and brain-lipid lipid-binding protein (BLBP), resembling the phenotype of radial glial cells and neural stem cells (Robel et al., 2011) . Some of these cells also display long-term self renewal and multipotency when compared to astrocytes from a non-injury site (Buffo et al., 2008) and recently it has been shown that Shh is necessary and sufficient to induce such stem cell responses in astrocytes. Depending on the extent of injury or inflammation, astrocytes can proliferate and this is reflected by the high number of cells found in the proximity of a lesion, injury or glial scar (Sofroniew, 2009 ). However, recent findings using in vivo two-photon laser scanning microscopy showed that upon injury not all astrocytes proliferate and migrate. Astroglial proliferation was found to be predominant in proximity to the injury and selectively on astrocytes opposing the CNS vasculature (Bardehle et al., 2013) . The close interaction of astrocytes with ECs maintains their endfeet polarized towards the vasculature serving as injury sensors (Robel et al., 2011) , which in part explains their preferential proliferation upon injury. The loss of signaling between astrocytes and CNS vasculature can trigger most of the signaling programme associated with reactive astrogliosis. In particular, post-natal deletion of b1 integrin in astrocytes is sufficient to depolarize the endfeet and induce massive changes that include hypertrophy, upregulation of intermediate filaments, alterations in the localization of DAP members and the water channel AQP4, as well as secretion of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans (Robel et al., 2009 ). Again, these changes directly correlated with vascular perturbances as fibrinogen, a soluble plasma protein entering the CNS upon BBB disruption, modulates the expression of both TGF-b and molecules associated with the phenotype of reactive astrocytes (Schachtrup et al., 2010) . However, this activation pathway and pattern are not unique for astrocytes as fibrinogen induces rapid microglial responses toward the vasculature (Davalos et al., 2012) .
As a result of the reactive phenotype, astrocytes influence the pathophysiological response of the CNS to injury by producing a wide range of molecules that include neurotrophic factors, growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, neurotransmitters, reactive oxygen species, and proteases (Sofroniew, 2009 ). These factors can influence the remodeling of CNS vasculature, the state of activation of migrating leukocytes and depending on the context they can have beneficial and=or detrimental effects on neurons and oligodendrocytes (Allman et al., 1994; . However, most studies characterizing these factors have been carried out using in vitro methodologies designed to understand reactive astrogliosis in the context of injury and have not taken into account the extent of astrocyte heterogeneity within distinct anatomical areas of the CNS.
In the following section the pathophysiological role of astrocytes within the NVU will be discussed in terms of the neuroinflammatory responses observed during neuromyelitis optica (NMO) as well as multiple sclerosis (MS) and its animal model experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE).
NEUROMYELITIS OPTICA, MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, AND EAE. In most CNS pathologies the NVU=BBB microniche is affected as a result of the inflammation, injury or degeneration processes specific to the pathology. However, in only a few diseases the NVU=BBB is specifically targeted by the pathogenic process or by the disease determinants. NMO and MS are amongst these diseases.
In NMO, the astrocyte water channel AQP4 is targeted by the immune system, resulting in the production of anti-AQP4 IgG antibodies (Lennon et al., 2004) . The disease directly affects BBB function as AQP4 OAPs are present on the astrocyte endfeet surrounding the CNS vasculature. Binding of anti-AQP4 antibodies to their target result in the activation of complement-dependent cytotoxic cell damage that lead to the loss of AQP4, GFAP and the excitatory amino acid transporter2 (EAAT2) (Hinson et al., 2007 (Hinson et al., , 2008 . In addition, the BBB damage is associated with focal areas of perivascular immune cell infiltration and demyelination. In addition, the further deposition of APQ4-IgG complexes enhances immune cell infiltration, particularly granulocytes and eosinophils that degranulate in the perivascular space causing local damage that includes astrocyte injury. Oligodendrocytes appeared to be affected as a result of the pathophysiological changes in the NVU and this leads to myelin loss and axonal damage (Ratelade and Verkman, 2012) . However, the exact mechanism(s) driving oligodendrocyte and neuronal damage due to the targeting of an astrocyte-related antigen remain to be determined.
In contrast to NMO, astrocytes are not classically regarded as a target of the immune system in MS, although BBB disruption and alterations in astrocyte physiology are hallmarks of MS pathogenesis. The etiology of MS remains elusive, but it is clear that multiple factors are involved disease development. Studies showing strong concordance between both dizygotic and monozygotic twins demonstrate that hereditary factors play an important role (Willer et al., 2003) . MS susceptibility is strongly associated with the gene encoding the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II DRB1 gene (Hafler et al., 2007) and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified additional risk alleles that indicate a strong involvement of the immune system and suggest a polygenic influence on the disease pathogenesis (Bush et al., 2010) . Environmental factors such as Vitamin D and sunlight exposure are thought to be associated with MS prevalence as Vitamin D promotes a microenvironment that suppresses the activation of encephalitogenic T cells, downregulating autoimmune responses in the CNS (Farias et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2012) . Various viruses have been suggested as triggers of MS with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) showing the strongest association (Compston and Coles, 2008) . MS and mononucleosis distribute similarly and it has been shown that MS risk increases tenfold in patients infected with EBV during childhood=teenage years, when compared to populations of EBV-seronegatives (Ascherio and Munger, 2007) . Interestingly, the risk of developing MS increases if low levels of vitamin D and EBV exposure occur concomitantly (Ramagopalan et al., 2011) .
MS is considered a T-cell-mediated disease in which CD4 T helper (Th) cells of the Th17 and Th1 phenotype play a fundamental role in its pathogenesis (Kebir et al., 2009) . B cells are also essential in MS immunopathogenesis, as antibodies produced intrathecally are a fundamental feature of the disease (i.e. oligoclonal bands) and as B-cell-directed therapies provide strong protection against lesion formation (Cross and Waubant, 2011) . Professional antigen presenting cells (APCs) are also recognized as important drivers of the immune activation process within the CNS and their phenotype is known to be shape by the NVU (Chastain et al., 2011; Ifergan et al., 2008) . These and other immune cells need to migrate from the periphery to the CNS and although the mechanism used by distinct leukocytes to cross the NVU=BBB are not well understood, it is clear that during this process the barrier function becomes compromised (Larochelle et al., 2011) . Such phenotype is characterized by BBB leakage which is associated with alterations of junctional proteins, as well BBB activation, which relates to the capacity of ECs, astrocytes, and possibly pericytes to express and secrete immune factors able to influence the recruitment, the effector functions and the survival of leukocytes entering the CNS (Alvarez et al., 2011a) . Analysis of MS tissues demonstrates that abnormalities in the expression of junctional proteins coincide with perivascular astrogliosis and such changes are detected in very early stages of lesion formation (Alvarez et al., 2011a) . This has been in part explored by Luo et al. when inducing active EAE in mice expressing luciferase under the control of GFAP. Despite showing clinical signs only at day 11, increases in bioluminescence associated with GFAP expression could be detected in the brain of these animals as early as 3 days post-induction, (Luo et al., 2008) suggesting that astrocytes are activated in the very early stages of EAE and in the absence of clinical signs of the disease. In this regard, we have analyzed the state of astrocyte activation in a spontaneous relapsing remitting EAE (sRR-EAE) model that closely resembles MS. These animals develop EAE symptoms around day 60 (Pollinger et al., 2009 ) and analysis of presymptomatic mice showed that at day 35 perivascular astrocytes show a reactive phenotype as GFAP expression is higher than in wild type littermates and in the absence of immune cell infiltration. The level of astrogliosis increases by day 45 and is associated with low levels of macrophage and T cell infiltration. By day 55, the immune cell infiltration increased with preferential recruitment in perivascular cuffs and this correlated with prominent astrogliosis on perivascular endfeet and parenchymal astrocytes (Fig. 4) .
Early disturbances of the BBB are associated with EC activation that enhances the process of leukocyte infiltration and leads to multifocal perivascular infiltrates. These infiltrates are characterized by the presence of important contributors of the inflammatory and demyelinating process, including APCs, cytotoxic CD8 T cells, and Th1 and Th17 CD4 T cells (Friese and Fugger, 2009; Ifergan et al., 2008; Kebir et al., 2009) . While essentially protective for the CNS, the BBB=NVU can also promote inflammatory reactions by producing, secreting, expressing or transporting proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and adhesion molecules (Fig. 5) . Therefore, besides its primary neuroprotective function, the BBB has also been shown to actively promote neuroinflammation by orchestrating immune responses during CNStargeted autoimmune aggression. In fact, BBB-ECs can favor migration of immune cells to the CNS perivascular space by expressing E-and P-selectin (Engelhardt and Ransohoff, 2005) , although their exact role in supporting the process of lymphocyte recruitment to the CNS remains a matter of debate. Furthermore, BBB-ECs are an important source of pro-inflammatory chemokines CCL2=MCP-1, CXCL8=IL-8 Kebir et al., 2007), CCL5=RANTES and CXCL10=IP-10 (Ifergan et al., 2006) (Fig. 5) , that are required for lymphocyte and monocyte recruitment to the CNS (Ransohoff et al., 2003) . Immune cell infiltration into the CNS correlates with production of proinflammatory mediators such as IL-17, IL-22, GM-CSF, IFN-c, and TNFa (Alvarez et al., 2011a) . These cytokines have been implicated in the modulation of EC function by upregulating the expression of proinflammatory mediators and by affecting the expression of junctional proteins and thus compromising BBB permeability (Alvarez et al., 2011a; Huppert et al., 2010; Kebir et al., 2007) (Fig. 5) . Lastly and most importantly, upon activation with proinflammatory cytokines, BBBECs express intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, ICAM-2, vascular CAM (VCAM)-1, activated leukocyte CAM (ALCAM), melanoma CAM (MCAM), and ninjurin-1 which mediate, at least in part, the adhesion process and transmigration of leukocytes and leukocyte subtypes to the CNS Ifergan et al., 2011; Larochelle et al., 2012; Prat et al., 2000; Steiner et al., 2010; Wong and Dorovini-Zis, 1992) (Fig. 5) . Additional effectors of leukocyte diapedesis include platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule (PECAM) (Williams et al., 1996) , JAM-A (Ostermann et al., 2002) , CD73 and vascular associated protein-1 (VAP-1) (Jalkanen and Salmi, 2008) (Fig. 5 ) but their role in immune cell recruitment to the CNS is not clear. Thus, although the BBB protects against CNS-directed inflammation by restricting immune cell access to the brain, it can also regulate the local inflammatory response by expressing proinflammatory molecules that promote the recruitment of peripheral immune cells into the CNS.
Upon migration across ECs, leukocytes cross the endothelial BM and subsequently the parenchymal BM to get access into the CNS (Sixt et al., 2001) (Fig. 5) . The composition of the endothelial BM can regulate the extent of perivascular infiltration as large amounts of leukocytes are detected in vessels expressing laminin 411 and low levels of 511, while in the absence of 411, laminin 511 is ubiquitously expressed and associates with low T cell infiltration and milder disease (Wu et al., 2009a) . In EAE and MS, immune cell infiltrates are in great part contained to the perivascular space and the process of leukocyte migration across the parenchymal BM and astrocyte endfeet appears to be more tightly controlled than the diapedesis across ECs (Engelhardt and Sorokin, 2009) . In EAE, CD41 T cell infiltration across the parenchymal BM is not laminin dependent, but rather requires focal MMP-2 and MMP-9 to selectively cleave dystroglycan, affecting the BM stability and integrity (Agrawal et al., 2006) (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, parenchymal BM components and other ECM-binding receptors on the astrocyte endfeet remain unaffected, indicating the existence of specific and specialized protective mechanisms under the control of astrocytes and possibly other cells within the NVU (Engelhardt and Sorokin, 2009 ). Thus, further understanding is needed in terms of astrocyte involvement in supporting or inhibiting the activation and migration of immune cells, as well as the repair of the affected BBB=NVU during MS=EAE and other CNS disorders.
Astrocytes have been traditionally seen as promoters of CNS inflammation in MS and little is known about their anti-inflammatory role. Recently, both the Khoury group in Boston (Wang et al., 2008) and our group in Montreal (Alvarez et al., 2011b) have demonstrated that reactive perivascular astrocytes found in MS lesions up-regulate Shh (Fig.  5) . Surprisingly, Shh was found to promote immune quiescence of human BBB-ECs by down-regulating secretion of proinflammatory chemokines CCL2, the expression of cell adhesion molecules ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 and the migration of immune cells, a phenomenon that is dysregulated during FIGURE 4: GFAP expression in asymptomatic spontaneous relapsing remitting EAE mice. Astrocytes were labeled with GFAP (red) and images were acquired by confocal microscopy and using the same settings. Representative images of GFAP in the cerebellar white matter of asymptomatic sRR-EAE mice at day (d)35, d45, and d55 are shown. Asterisks denote blood vessels and white rectangles indicate the high magnification areas shown on the right of each panel. Nuclear staining in blue. Scale bar: 50 lm. neuroinflammation (Fig. 5) . In addition, Shh was found to impact on cytokine production of local infiltrating Th1, Th2 and Th17 lymphocytes (Fig. 5) . Finally, blockade of the Hh pathway during the course of EAE, increased disease morbidity and this detrimental outcome was associated with an exacerbated neuroinflammatory response, suggesting that an active Hh pathway is needed to mitigate auto-inflammatory responses in the CNS. Thus, these data indicate that Hh activation at the level of the NVU provides barrier-promoting effects and an endogenous anti-inflammatory balance to CNS-directed immune attack (Alvarez et al., 2011b) .
Conversely, reactive astrocytes can be the source of factors that will negatively affect barrier function at the NVU. In MS and EAE, VEGF-A is expressed by reactive astrocytes and in vitro=in vivo studies demonstrate its capacity to induce BBB breakdown by disrupting claudin-5 and occludin expression and thus promoting immune cell infiltration to the CNS (Argaw et al., 2009) . Additional studies propose that IL-1b production by microglia induces VEGF-A upregulation (Fig. 5) . VEGF-A is released from the astrocytes and binding to its receptor VEGFR2 on BBB-ECs activates eNOS-dependant downregulation of the junctional proteins claudin-5 and occludin that leads to BBB breakdown (Argaw et al., 2012) (Fig. 5) . The authors also examined the role of Hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1a, a molecule that induces VEGF expression and is upregulated in reactive astrocytes in vitro and in MS lesions (Argaw et al., 2006) . However, mice specifically lacking HIF-1a on astrocytes displayed little effect on VEGF-A expression or BBB disruption, indicating that mechanisms regulating VEGF-A FIGURE 5: BBB changes during MS=EAE. During neuroinflammation, early BBB disturbances are associated with EC activation that is characterized by increased expression of E-and P-selectins, cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) including ALCAM, ICAM-1, ICAM-2, VCAM-1, MCAM, Ninjurin-1, VAP-1 and CD73 [1] , chemokines (CCLs-CXCLs) [2] and cytokine receptors such as IFNR, TNFR, IL-17R, IL-22R, and GM-CSFR [3] . Such activation compromises the BBB phenotype by affecting junctional proteins [4] and enhances the expression of additional factors supporting the infiltration of T helper (Th) 1, Th17, and CD8 T cells as well as antigen presenting cells (APCs) [5] that accumulate in the perivascular space in a multifocal pattern. To gain access into the CNS, the infiltrating leukocytes secrete Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs) which target components of the astroglial basement membrane and dystroglycan (DG) at the astrocyte endfeet [6] , during this process the polarity of the water channel AQP4 is perturbed leading to edema [7] . The endfeet depolarization activates the reactive gliotic program which results in increase expression of the intermediate filament GFAP [8] . Astrocytes also increase the expression of Shh [9] and ECs upregulate the Hh receptors Patched 1 (Ptch1) and Smoothened (Smo) [10] to repair the BBB and downregulate EC activation and leukocyte migration. Shh also modulates the phenotype of pathogenic Th cells by downregulating their expression of inflammatory cytokines and CAMs [11] . In the parenchymal milieu, microglia secrete IL-1b and activate the production of VEGF on astrocytes [12] , which induces endothelial nitric oxidase synthase (eNOs) production and promotes junctional protein damage [13] . Finally, 50% of MS patients have autoantibodies against KIR4.1 that fix complement and induce the reactive gliosis program [14] .
production by astrocytes in acute conditions like EAE differ to those seen in MS.
While reactive astrocytes can produce BBB-promoting (i.e. Hh) or BBB-disrupting (i.e. VEGF) factors, they can also loose or down-regulate factors which have the capacity to promote barrier function. In this regard, astrocytes produce AGT (which is cleaved into Angiotensin II) and analysis of MS tissues showed that expression of AGT in astrocytes and occludin in ECs is decreased in MS lesions when compared to normal appearing white matter. This pattern correlates with the downregulated expression of AGT detected in astrocytes stimulated in vitro with IFN-c and TNF-a. Interestingly, nonimmunized (non-EAE) AGT-deficient mice have compromised BBB function which correlates with decreased and disrupted expression of occludin. Therefore local inflammatory mediators present in perivascular cuffs can also negatively impact on the capacity of reactive astrocytes to promote BBB function, by down-regulating their production of BBBpromoting factors (Wosik et al., 2007) .
Non-cytokine immune factors can also have a direct negative influence on astrocyte-EC interactions. The study of serum derived from MS patients led Srivastava et al. to find anti-KIR4.1 specific IgGs in about 50% of the patients (Srivastava et al., 2012) . These IgGs were demonstrated to bind to astrocyte endfeet and can activate the complement system (Fig. 5) . In vivo validation of the pathogenic role of anti-KIR4.1 antibodies was provided by injecting anti-KIR4.1 IgGs in mice; this led to loss of KIR4.1 expression, activation of the complement cascade and alterations in GFAP expression on astrocytes. Thus, the study suggests that autoantibodies present in the serum of a yet-to-be-confirmed proportion of human MS patients are directed against KIR4.1. This autoimmune and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity interferes with the local K1 buffering at the NVU and could be the cause of lesion initiation or tissue damage. Further studies will be needed to determine if KIR4.1 autoimmunity is specific to MS, to a subtype of the disease or if generation of anti-KIR4.1 antibodies is the result (i.e. is secondary) of the immune response occurring at the neurovascular niche.
Nevertheless, important divergences in the anti-KIR4.1 and anti-AQP4 responses are very informative of the biology of astrocytes and the NVU. Interestingly, KIR4.1 and AQP4 are co-localized on astrocyte endfeet and are two molecules associated with both BBB=NVU physiology and pathology. Anti-KIR4.1 antibodies seem to be associated with MS, while anti-AQP4 antibodies are clearly associated with NMO. However, loss of polarized expression of AQP4 is seen in CNS vessels displaying perivascular inflammation as well as dystroglycan disruption and these pathological changes contribute to edema development (Fukuda and Badaut, 2012; Wolburg et al., 2009) (Fig. 5) . These two inflammatory diseases have distinct clinical courses, treatment responses, and pathological features. Therefore, targeting different determinants on astrocytes endfeet can lead to distinct pathological and clinical diseases, even if these antigens are expressed by the exact same cells. These important biological, pathological, and clinical discrepancies remain unexplained.
In conclusion, accumulating evidence reported over the last hundred years point to the critical influence of perivascular astrocytes on the anatomical and functional integrity of the BBB. Identification of the molecular pathways involved in the communication between astrocytes and BBB-ECs is however slowly progressing. This is in part due to important biological differences between species (artiodactyla vs. rodentia vs. human and non-human primates), differences between the in vitro and in vivo models used by different groups, as well as the in vivo relevance of some in vitro models, the various levels of redundancy in the function of the molecular pathways, the different astrocyte populations studied, the absence of a single, unique or specific phenotypic=molecular determinant for BBB-ECs and the immense complexity of new genetic tools used to knock-down or knock in specific molecules in distinct cell populations. To identify the array of factors that are involved in astrocyte-BBB-EC communication in the human brain, additional research efforts and novel technologies will be needed.
